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How do you perceive your cultural identity?
All of us are shaped by the cultures we interact with and the cultural
backgrounds and ethnicities that are part of our heritage. Dr. Marilyn
Ray shows how cultures influence one another through inter-cultural
relationships, technology, globalization, and mass communication, and
how these influences directly shape our cultural identities in today’s world.
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CONTENTS IN BRIEF
I. Theoretical and Conceptual Model
and Applications
1.	Transcultural Caring Dynamics in
Nursing and Health Care
2. The Essence of Caring
3. Transcultural Caring Ethics
4. Transcultural Context to Transcultural Caring
5. Universal Sources
6.	Transcultural Caring Inquiry: Awareness,
Understanding, and Choice
II. Transcultural Caring Experiences
25 Case Studies highlighting various cultural
groups in different settings and experiences.

The transcultural awareness and caring theoretical model
enables students and clinicians to…
1. Assess their cultures.
2. Recognize their cultural identities.
3. Use transcultural awareness in decision making.
4.	Analyze and engage in interventions by applying the appropriate
tools for a situation.
This new book goes beyond common stereotypes to provide a
framework that can positively impact the nurse-patient relationship
and the decision-making process.

Outstanding Features
 Updated with 8 NEW chapters on real-world examples of
transcultural caring, including: Ebola and the Culture of Caregiving
in Sub-Saharan Africa.
 Explores transcultural caring dynamics • ethical principles
• transcultural context • universal sources • and developing
a personal, cultural, and decision-making foundation.
 Offers transcultural tools for caring dynamics assessment
• culture-value conflict assessment • spiritual-ethical communicative
caring • caring choice • and communicative interaction.
 Uses self-awareness tools to help your students understand their
personal beliefs and how those beliefs influence their assessments
of and care planning for their patients.
 Illustrates concepts with 25 case studies with learning activities
that ensure students’ mastery of the techniques of transcultural
assessment and caring.
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